SER-Kits
Instructions for the Horse-drawn Delivery Van

Introduction


This van is based on an SER drawing confirmed by several photographs. However, many other railways had
very similar if not identical vehicles. Indeed one photo shows an apparently identical Carter Paterson van at
Bromley. They were not only used for delivery parcels, but also to pick up passengers’ luggage.



The hood (or more correctly, ‘tilt’) was supported on hoops held in the top ledges of the sides. It must have
been removable, but seems – in the British climate! – to have been semi-permanent.



A model of one of these vehicles in the NRM has the brake pedal lever running along the outside bottom right
edge of the body, back to the pivot. This model follows other sources with the lever apparently under the
body.



The kit is available with a Carter Paterson transfer sheet or with a multi-purpose SER sheet with letter-groups
(‘den’, ’hurst’ etc) to make up many suitable place-names.



A high quality low-melt alloy is used in the kit which allows parts to be bent gently without snapping: - this is
necessary for some items. Join the larger parts with two-part fast-set epoxy resin glue such as Araldite or
Devcon. Add smaller items with superglue. I suggest Evostik for the resin tilt so that it can be removed if
necessary.



Very little drilling is needed: mainly to clear out the existing holes. If you don’t have small drills, you may be
able to do this with the tip of craft knife.

Assembly
THE BODY
1. Clean up the castings, in particular the slots in the floor. Check that the footbrake can fit into its slot. Cut the
footboard supports off matching
ends of the sides as shown.
2. Offer up the sides to the floor to
check the fit. Glue the seat to
the front, then glue the front,
sides and rear to the floor. Then
glue the footbrake.

THE FORECARRIAGE
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3. Clean up the castings. Run a 1.7mm drill through the holes for the spring spigots. Drill ~0.75 mm through the
eyes for the traces where shown. If this goes wrong, make tiny eyes for 0.5mm wire and glue into holes drilled
into the front timber.
4. Glue the springs in place, making sure the long end is to the rear so
that the holes for the footsteps aren’t covered up.
5. Cut 37mm from the 1/16” rod for the axle. In real vehicles, the wheels
were ‘pigeon-toed’ - angled so that the tyres were closer at road level
than at the top. It’s not absolutely necessary, but to achieve this, bend
the rod ever so slightly, as in the diagram which exaggerates the bends
– about half the angle shown. Slide the wire through the axleboxes and
glue. Make sure the rod bends point upwards while glueing as in the
photo of the upside-down finished forecarriage; i.e. downwards on the
finished model.
6. Cut the footsteps wires to 11mm, bend the top 1mm about 45deg. in
line with the bottom joggle. Check the fit in the holes, and glue in
place. Trial the wheels on the axle and gently bend the steps to just
clear them and be level.
7. Trial the forecarriage on its pivot which is threaded for an 8BA nut.

REAR SPRINGS, WHEELS AND BRAKES
8. Clean up castings, running a 1/16”/1.6mm drill through the bearing holes. Glue to the spigots under the floor.
9. Cut 45 mm from the 1/16” rod for the
rear axle. Trial the rear wheels, but don’t
glue to the axle until painting is
complete.
10. Cut 45mm of the 1mm rod for the brake
pivot and glue the brakes on at each
end.
11. With the wheels in position, trial the
brake assembly across the floor bearers
as shown and glue the brakes in position.
12. The left-hand photo shows the finished underside of the van. It’s best to paint the wheels separately from the
body and fix them at the last, after adding transfers.

Tilt
File or sand off rough edges, not only on the bottom but around the front driver’s hood edge. Drill a hole for the
lamps 1/16”/1.7mm in the bottom front corners as in the main photo.
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Painting - SER
Bodywork was a mid-brown; the wheels, springs and all the
timberwork underneath the body red; small ironwork black. The tilt
would have been tarred canvas (the same as a tarpaulin), so black
or dark grey, depending on how weathered. For placing of transfers,
see picture. The NRM model – probably an apprentice’s showpiece has elaborate red and gold transfers for SOUTH EASTERN
RAILWAY COMPANY, but photos show much simpler white
lettering. The number is repeated in tiny numbers after COMPANY.
The wagon station name is on a board which can be made out of
card or styrene sheet, painted brown.
Carter Paterson – as for SER but green instead of brown. The
transfers in the coloured photo at the beginning are placed
according to a photo at Bromley. This is in the South Eastern and Chatham Society’s Roberts Collection.
Transfers are available for both the South Eastern and Carter Paterson versions.
HARNESS AND TACKLE
Some light vans can be seen with shafts. Other
needed traces. I guess that on rough country roads
shafts may have been needed (as with carts), but
where roads were paved and vans had to be
manaoevred into small yards, the horse could be
harnessed with leather or chain traces.
I cut ‘leather’ traces from thin metal shim about 1 ½
mm wide, and colour them black with felt pen. The
eyes on the front of the forecarriage are drilled out
0.7mm, a hole is pushed through the shim, and
dressmaker’s pins threaded through as in the photo.
After supergluing, they are cut down. It would be
more accurate to make wire buckles with hooks for
the eyes. The other ends of the traces can be
pierced and pinned to holes drilled in the horse’s
yoke.
SER-Kits can supply a shaft casting for £3. If ordered after purchase, please quote Invoice Number and include a
stamp for a large letter.
Historical
Apart from photos in the South Eastern and Chatham Society’s collections, a model of one of these vans is in the
Warehouse collection of the National Railway Museum. A picture of it (spoilt by a showcase reflection
unfortunately) can be seen at
http://www.scienceandsociety.co.uk/results.asp?image=10308237&screenwidth=1263
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